The potential of dual-energy computed tomography for quantitative decomposition of soft tissues to water, protein and lipid in brachytherapy.
Dosimetric accuracy of radiation treatment planning in brachytherapy depends on knowledge of tissue composition. It has been speculated that soft tissues can be decomposed to water, lipid and protein. The aim of our work is to evaluate the accuracy of such tissue decomposition. Selected abdominal soft tissues, whose average elemental compositions were taken from literature, were decomposed using dual energy computed tomography to water, lipid and protein via the three-material decomposition method. The quality of the decomposition was assessed using relative differences between (i) mass energy absorption and (ii) mass energy attenuation coefficients of the analyzed and approximated tissues. It was found that the relative differences were less than 2% for photon energies larger than 10 keV. The differences were notably smaller than the ones for water as the transport and dose scoring medium. The choice of the water, protein and lipid triplet resulted in negative elemental mass fractions for some analyzed tissues. As negative elemental mass fractions cannot be used in general purpose particle transport computer codes using the Monte Carlo method, other triplets should be used for the decomposition. These triplets may further improve the accuracy of the approximation as the differences were mainly caused by the lack of high-Z materials in the water, protein and lipid triplet.